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the app accesses your location and lets you know the closest jay-z shows. according
to samsung's press release, you can use the app to navigate to and from shows as
well as access a map that allows you to check the location of jay-z events. you can
also download any pre-ordering information from the app including the track list,
available dates and pricing. users can also see lyrics.jay-z also mentioned in an

interview that they want to start their own streaming service but they just need to
figure out the right balance between artists and the labels. he also said, the music

had to sound good through the speakers. i was going to be streaming from my
streaming service. i was going to be spending 10 years making sure this thing

sounded good. people like it when the music sounds good on their home theater
system, jay-z said. you have to have a good sound system. if you just have a pair of
headphones, you're going to be streaming a crappy track.keep checking for more

information. the biggest challenge the executives met was picking jay-z. early on the
music exec said he just wanted to get jay-z, not any particular feature. however, he
went on to say he was seeking a connection with an artist "who wasn't afraid to dive
in and be really controversial and come out on top." luckily for everyone, that artist

decided to produce, direct, score and, you guessed it, call himself. r&b singer
beyonce married his younger rapper leo on the private island of luxor , and the

magna carta holy grail sessions were held there as well. it's just one of the many
amazing twists in an album that represents the artist and his longtime fans.
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budlight is one of the 100 enterprises
that will be featured in the magna carta
holy grail app, which is being organized

by samsung. ceo, don cheadle, explained
budlight in a press statement will provide
"a powerful digital platform for fans and
artists to connect." this means budlight
will include an interactive experience for

fans, where they can explore their
favorite music. budlight will also be

home to high-quality content from the
artists as well as exclusive content for

fans. looks like jay-z might well make the
world cup a bit more interesting in brazil,
the northern hemisphere if not perhaps

the whole of the world. jay zs album
magna carta holy grail will be released

on june 24th and as of the 13th of june is
said to be hitting 14 million streams. the

14 million streams are reported by
spotify as placing the album at number 3

in top 100 albums. what this means is
that its now in the top 20 albums of all
time, a feat that should give the album
more exposure than it had up until this
point. marvel at the full list below: the
entire new york sports world became
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very aware of the buckle up ad
campaign when it was revealed that the
mets used it and that it would become

the center of attention during game 5 of
the 2011 world series between the san
francisco giants and the texas rangers.

jay z has always tried to be hip, so
whatever else youre doing, check out

hovs blog . samsungs campaign for the
magna carta holy grail album has been

called the most elaborate marketing
campaign for a music release of all time.
it debuted on saturday with a 30-second

tv spot, and a 30-second preview is
scheduled to air during saturday night

live on nbc. 5ec8ef588b
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